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ABSTRACT 
Profitability and Financial Performance Indicators in U.S. airports – A Preliminary Investigation 
A Thesis 
Presented to the   
Faculty of the College of Business, 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
In partial fulfillment of 
The requirements for the degree of  
Master of Science in Aviation Finance 
by 
Abbas Shaban 
April – 2018 
Airport profitability is fundamental for all airports around the world. To this effect, this study 
examines factors affecting airport profitability such as the number of passengers, the number of landings 
and take-offs, cargo (lbs), airport debt, the size of the airport, and the terminal utilization. Most of the 
large and medium hub airports in the U.S are considered in this study, and regression analysis is used to 
analyze the data.  
        The results of this study show that factors examined are statistically significant when measuring 
airport profitability, which in turns could suggest that airports with high values in most of these variables 
will have higher profitability. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND: 
The commercial air transportation industry has been one of the fastest growing sectors of the 
world’s economy. (Milan, 2013). All industries around the globe seek to increase their revenue 
with the aim of maximizing profits. In pursuing profitability, airports managers should focus on 
improving passengers’ satisfaction. Eboli and Mazzulla (2009) state that an improvement of the 
transport infrastructures and services without a doubt leads to economic development. The aviation 
industry worldwide has experienced tough times in the aftermath of the global financial crisis. It 
is known that airports are continuously seeking to generate more revenue by exploring alternate, 
non-traditional forms of income. With progress comes the need for larger and innovative facilities 
which can be achieved through an airport’s ability to utilize the available sources of funds to 
enhance the airport’s service, obtain capital assets, and extend the life of fixed assets. 
Aachievement of revenue efficiency may also be pertinent to warrant the success of the airports 
and to support their competitiveness to attract more airlines. Hence, revenue inefficiencies could 
also have a strong influence on the financial viability of small airports.  
 
1.2 RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE:  
      This study focuses on large and medium hub airports in the United States (U.S.), which 
experience significant tourist and business passenger traffic. Air transportation plays a crucial role 
in encouraging people to visit the U.S. and is essentail to stimulate the economy . Thus, this will 
enhance the economy. According to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA, 2015), foreign 
passengers coming to the U.S. have been increasing dramatically. Therefore, airports need to be 
prepared for how to deal with this increasing statistic and how to make the most out of it. 
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1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE: 
      The objective of this research is to address the factors that affect the profitability of the airports 
in United States (U.S.), as well as to investigate the parameters that maximize their revenue and 
facilitate airports’ management.  
 
1.4 RESEARCH LAYOUT: 
      This thesis is organized as follows: 
 Chapter One - Introduction: a brief description of the importance of this research in 
financial and airports' management. 
 Chapter Two - Literature Review: This chapter provides a complete review of previous 
studies conducted in the area of airports management. The results of these previous 
investigations will be identified and directly related to this research. 
 Chapter Three – Research Methodology: a detailed illustration of the theoretical and 
statistical approaches adopted in this thesis will be presented in this chapter. 
 Chapter Four – Results and Discussion: the results obtained from the statistical analyses 
will be discussed. 
 Chapter Five – Conclusions and Recommendations: the main findings derived from this 
study will be presented, as well as several recommendations will be suggested for further 
research. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN U.S. AIRPORTS:  
      The U.S. has the most extensive and well-developed aviation system in the world. It started 
building airports in the early 20th century. This was a new revolution; aviation and airports had 
grown together into multi-billion dollar industries. Airports do far more than provide a place for 
aircraft to land and take off. The first airports were built on grass fields in the middle of farms. 
Farms provided significant points for landing areas because farmers had reliable information about 
the weather, and it was practical for airplanes to take off and land. The importance of air 
transportation became critically significant after the end of World War II. This was especially 
important during the rebuilding of Europe where roads and railways were destroyed during that 
war. 
During the 1920s, the U.S. Post Office established a transcontinental service, which 
necessitated the building of airports to service airmail carriers. In 1926, the development of the 
first viable passenger aircraft, the Ford Tri-Motor, and significant federal legislation was enacted 
in support of commercial aviation. In 1927 Charles A. Lindbergh made his famous non-stop solo 
flight across the Atlantic. These accomplishments promoted aviation in America more than any 
other single event, and ignited throughout the country a building spree of permanent land facilities 
for flights (Eggebeen, 2007). 
In those early days, airlines received subsidies to carry mail. They did not want to carry 
passengers because if they did so, they would have had to provide additional services, such as 
food, bathrooms, and safety measures. Sending mail was much easier because all airlines had to 
do was to fly the mail to its destination. After World War II, Congress formalized legislation 
considering the first formal continuous federal airport funding programs with the signing of 
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Federal Airport Act of 1946. The Act formally recognized the public use of airports in the U.S. as 
a comprehensive system of airports, administrated by the Civil Aeronautics Administration. (Seth 
& Alexander, 2011).  
By the 1950s, the U.S. had the most active airport system in the world and airlines began to fly 
internationally from Miami International Airport (MIA), Idlewild International Airport, which is 
today called, John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), and Newark Liberty International 
Airport (EWR). In the late 1950s, airports began to build longer runways and taxiways to 
accommodate larger aircraft and took steps to reduce noise pollution in the cities in which they 
were located. In those days, airports faced lots of problems regarding taxiing large aircraft to the 
gates without causing crashes. At that time, the U.S. government began building airports in the 
primary states, such as Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) in Texas in 1962. The 
expansions of airports as the main component of air transport system are influenced by direct 
external forces such as globalization, privatization, and deregulation, and indirect external forces 
such as socio-economic forces and political actions. (Janic, 2008). 
By the 21st century, the U.S. was home to a group of the most important airports in the world 
such as Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL), JFK International Airport, O’Hare 
International Airport. (ORD), and others. These airports generated billions of dollars and continued 
to play a fundamental role in the U.S. economy. According to the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA, 1992), the economic impact on the local region should represent the economic activities 
that would not have occurred in the absence of the airport. Airports are generating two types of 
effects for the U.S. economy; they make a direct impact, such as airport employment and local 
production of goods and services for use at the airport, and an indirect effect, such as the services 
provided by the travel agencies, hotels, restaurants, and others. Young & Wells (2014) state that 
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more than half the world’s airports and more than 400 of the world’s busiest airports are located 
in the U.S.; there have been more than 19,000 public landing areas including heliports, and 
seaplane bases that are privately owned and for private use. Thus, airports play a significant role 
in the U.S. economy. Figure 1 below shows the total number of airports in the U.S. and their types 
of ownership.  
2.2 AN OVERVIEW OF AIRPORT PROFITABILITY: 
 
An airport is a place that provides facilities to accommodate travelers and aircraft. Airports are 
extremely significant to facilitate people's lives by connecting them with other cities and making  
 
travel for passengers and cargo super easy. Moreover, airports are an essential part of the air 
transport system. Airports provide all the infrastructure needed to enable passengers and freight to 
transfer from surface to air modes of transportation and allow airlines to take off and land. 
(Graham, 2014).  
Source: (Seth & Alexander, 2014)  
Figure 1:Types of Airports in U.S. 
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When aviation was in its infancy, the aviator first constructed the aircraft and then began to 
search for a suitable airfield (Kazda & Caves. 2015). Airports are successful, in part, by their 
ability to effectively be the location where travelers and cargo travel to and from other airports 
(Seth & Alexander, 2011).  Airports and airlines are complementary to each other. Passengers and 
cargo come to airports to use the facility provided by airlines. Airports offer several services that 
facilitate the traveling process for passengers, their luggage, and cargo. In order for any airport to 
be profitable, the airport’s management must communicate with airlines in such a way as to attract 
them serving their airport. Most commercial airports in the U.S. enter into an agreement that 
determines the rights and obligations of airlines. The existence of this cooperative agreement is 
thereby crucial not only for airports, especially within a privatization regime that requires them to 
be more financially self-sufficient, but also for airlines given the market pressure toward 
liberalization and competition (Sarswati, 2014). 
There have been several factors affecting airport profitability. Airports’ management should 
consider those factors in a significant way to maximize  profit and ensure passenger satisfaction. 
This thesis will explain the factors affecting airport profitability and how the airport’s management 
plays a crucial role in developing strategies and continuously monitoring their performance. For 
example, factors that affect profitability could be the number of passengers, the size of the airport, 
the number of airlines serving the airport, geographical location of the airport, the amount of the 
cargo landed at the airport, debt service ratio, and others. The profitability of an airport can be 
measured by its operating income at the end of the fiscal year.  
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2.3 AIRPORT OPERATING INCOME:  
The term “Net Operating Income” is a very common measure in the business world. (Badia et 
al. 2007). This metric measures what an enterprise has left over from the provision of its core 
business purposes. Net Operating Income is measured by subtracting all operating expenses from 
revenues. Net operating income is also known as earnings before interest and tax. (EBIT). Zarb 
(2014) states that the operating income is the profit of a company which it recognizes mainly from 
its core business operations, and it is calculated as the difference between the revenues of a 
company and its operating expenses. Thus, airports, like any other industry in the world, seek profit 
and aim to maximize their operating income. 
2.4 AIRPORT’S REVENUE:  
Airports in the U.S. generate two types of revenue: aeronautical revenue and non-aeronautical 
revenue  
2.4.1 AERONAUTICAL REVENUE: 
This includes the revenue that is directly associated with aviation activity, such as landing fees, 
terminals’ and hangers’ rents, and fuel sales and taxes. Airports in the U.S. generate this type of 
revenue by agreeing with airlines that wish to serve a particular airport. These airlines use the 
facilities provided by the airport, such as the terminal facilities. The amount of money an airline 
pays for the airport is determined based on the space the airlines utilize in the terminal. Airlines 
utilize those terminal areas for the ticket center, flight information center, and the baggage claim 
center. The terminal area provides the facilities, procedures, and processes to efficiently move 
passengers and crew on and off commercial and general aviation aircraft. (Young & Wells, 2011).  
Airports also generate this type of revenue from aircraft landing fees, which is the amount of 
money that an airline must pay to the airport for each aircraft landing; this amount is determined 
based on the aircraft weight and exclusive contracts between airlines and the airports. This part of 
the revenue will be explained in detail through this thesis. According to Airport Council 
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International (ACI, 2013-1), the aeronautical side of the airport business is made up of fees paid 
for the traditional core airport-related activities, such as the provision of the runways, aircraft 
stands, facilitation and security areas and the associated staff to undertake such activities.  
2.4.2 NON-AERONAUTICAL REVENUE:  
In recent years, non-aeronautical revenue has become more significant for airports. Non-
aeronautical revenue is collected from sources that are entirely different from the sources of the 
aeronautical revenue.  Today, airports have dramatically increased their dependence on non-
aeronautical revenues, which on average, account for half of all revenues with this share being 
highly heterogeneous across regions and airports. (Fasone et al. 2016). Airports are showing more 
success at earning income from shopping malls, car parks, boutiques and other similar activities 
within the airport premises than from aeronautical revenue. Abeyratne (2001), states that non-
aeronautical revenues, as this income is called, has risen from 30 percent of the total airport 
revenue in the late eighties to 52 percent today. A successful non-aeronautical business can allow 
airports to generate higher profits, meaning that they will be a more attractive place for investment, 
and may result in a better credit rating for the airport that subsequently enables them to achieve a 
lower cost of borrowing. (Halpern & Echevarne, 2013). Non-aeronautical revenues critically 
determine the financial viability of an airport, as these revenue sources tend to generate higher 
profit margins in comparison with aeronautical activities. (ACI, 2013-2). Airports are generating 
non-aeronautical revenue from various resources, such as the concessions, which is the amount of 
income collected from rents of the restaurants, and gift shops. These rents can be determined as a 
percentage of the profit or a fixed amount of money. Most major airports around the world generate 
anywhere between 45 percent and 80 percent of their total revenues from the non-aviation services, 
a significant part of which is the revenue from “concession services.” (Xiaowen & Anming, 2010). 
Furthermore, the other source of non-aeronautical revenue is the income collected from airport 
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parking lots; the car rental operation; land rent, which is the rent received from hotels and other 
uses; and advertising, which is placed on the walls and buses in the airports. Airports can also 
create revenue from non-operating sources, such as the grants that federal and state governments 
provide for the airport’s capital infrastructure, and the investment in some types of bonds. (ACI, 
2013-2). Figure 2 below states the types of airport revenues. 
  
2.5 AIRPORTS OPERATING EXPENSES  
 
This part considers the amount of money an airport’s management would spend on facilities 
to generate operating revenue. The airport’s management aims to assure the profitability and 
efficiency by providing services that airlines and passengers need. Whereas runways are one of 
the leading sources that generate the most aeronautical revenue in airports from the charging 
Source: ACI – 2013-2 
Figure 2: Airport Revenues 
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aircraft landings and takeoffs, but the airport’s management is constantly checking runways 
periodically and maintaining them to ensure safety for the aircraft landings and takeoffs.  
All air transportation start and end at runways, which implies increasingly high demand for 
runway slots (landing or departure) during peak periods at congested airports as demand for air 
transportation increases. Physical expansion of airport facilities (including runways) is one 
possible solution to current congested systems. However, the expansion is seriously confronted by 
limited geographical space, zoning and noise restrictions, as well as the expense of building new 
runways. (Jeddi, 2008). 
Furthermore, airports incur expenses on parking areas, and terminals since when earning non-
aeronautical revenues. For instance, an airport’s management must pay the salaries for the 
employees to ensure that the terminals and other facilities are running smoothly, and they must 
also pay the bills for the utilities used in those areas.  
The airport’s management does consider maintaining and fixing all the vehicles used in the 
taxiways that assist passengers and cargo and play a fundamental role in generating the airport’s 
operating revenue. According to the FAA (FAA, 2009), the operating expenses of most major U.S. 
airports are growing in the same line with operating revenue; this implies that it’s almost 
impossible to generate more revenue from operations without incurring some expenses on the 
various areas of the airports. Numerous operating costs can be categorized into maintenance cost, 
which is the expenditures required for the upkeep of the facilities. Maintenance must be provided 
to the landing area (runway, taxiway, apron, lightning equipment), terminal area (buildings, 
utilities, baggage handling, ground), hangers, cargo terminals, and other airport facilities. The 
operating cost which includes the administration and staffing services and some of those are 
escapable when the demand in the airport is weak. (Ashford et al. 2011).  The airports across all 
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hub sizes are improving how they operate their business to meet their passengers' need for better 
services. Total airport operating costs have increased dramatically due to the regulatory burden 
imposed on airports to meet more strict safety and security regulations. (ACI, 2014). Figure 3 
below displays the operating revenue and expenses for U.S. large and medium hub airports. Figure 
3 also shows the operating revenue and expenses for U.S. large and medium Hub Airports from 
2001 to 2013 
 
 
2.6 AIRCRAFT LANDINGS AND TAKE OFFS: 
      The number of aircraft movements at any airport in the world play a significant role in 
determining the airport’s aeronautical revenue and in some cases, the airport’s non-aeronautical 
Source: ACI - 2014 
Figure 3: Operating Revenues and Expenses for U.S. large & Medium Hub Airports.  (2001 - 2013) 
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revenue. It is already known in most American airports that there are lots of factors affecting the 
number of landings and taking offs such as the number of runways, the number of taxiways, the 
number of ramps, the unique vehicles used at the taxiways, and the airlines-airports agreements. 
The ground time for the aircraft waiting in the taxiway affects the annual number of landings 
and take-offs. The airports are mostly either hub airports or focus cities for airlines. According to 
the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), for 2007, the top three airports with longest waiting 
times for takeoff in 2007 were from the New York area, and LaGuardia airport (LGA) was ranked 
at number three with average taxi-out times of 29 minutes. (Perng et al. 2010). 
Additionally, most of the American airports have become increasingly congested in recent 
years. This congestion would affect the number of landing and taking-off significantly. One of the 
most valuable solutions that airport managements should take into consideration to avoid 
congestion is by expanding the area of the airport or by using the airport’s resources more 
efficiently. Whitaker. (2013) suggests that to help manage bottlenecks, airlines operating at four 
U.S. airports – Washington’s Reagan National and three major New York City-area airports- must 
obtain operating authorizations, called slots, from FAA to take-off and land. 
Landing and taking-off fees are determined by several factors, but the key one is the 
airlines-airports agreements. Those agreements are known as the “residual agreement” and the 
“compensatory agreement” between the airlines and the airports and set out the terms and the 
conditions for the airlines to use the airport’s facilities. Each agreement has its characteristics and 
features. Airports can have one or both at the same time based on various criteria.   
First, under the “residual agreement”, airlines should provide the revenue required to cover 
the airport’s cost and the debt service payment; the non-aeronautical revenue is collected by 
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airlines not the airport’s operators. In a residual agreement, both of the revenues (non-aeronautical 
and aeronautical) are considered when setting aeronautical charges; this enables airlines to 
guarantee an airport's solvency by agreeing to pay any residual operating costs’ that are not 
covered by non-aeronautical revenues, (Richardson, 2014). In addition, this agreement contains 
the “majority in interest” which gives the airlines the power of making decisions upon the airport’s 
improvement capital. Air carriers that are a signatory to a residual cost use agreement often 
exercise a substantial measure of control over airport investment decisions and related pricing 
policy. These powers are embodied in the “majority in interest” (MIT) agreement which is a much 
more common feature of airport use agreements at residual cost airports. (Seth & Alexander, 
2014).  
Second, under the compensatory agreement, airlines are responsible for the expenses for 
the area they use. Airports using this agreement have the opportunity to generate more revenue. 
However, generating additional revenue under a compensatory agreement could increase the risk 
of airports not meeting their debt service payments. Also, the airport’s management under this 
agreement has the incentive to focus on non-aeronautical revenue because their ability to manage 
those revenues without the control of the airlines. Non-signatory airlines pay rates that are 20 
percent higher compared to signatory airlines. Non-signatory airlines do not control any portion of 
net airport revenues. The airport charges a premium to offset the fact that non-signatory airlines 
are not committing themselves to a lease for a specified term. (Sabel, 2004) 
Also, there are some airports in the U.S. using a hybrid agreement which contains elements of both 
the residual and the compensatory agreements. Such airports include ATL Airport, Boston Logan 
International Airport (BOS), JFK Airport, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA), and 
several other airports in the United States. According to the Federal Aviation Administration 
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(FAA, 2009), airports’ operators frequently adopt rate-setting classifications that gather elements 
of both residual and compensatory agreements. Such approaches may charge airlines’ operators 
for the use of aeronautical facilities with aeronautical users assuming additional responsibility for 
airport costs in return for a sharing of non-aeronautical revenues that offset aeronautical costs. 
Figure 4 shows the average number of landings and takeoffs for the large and medium hub airports 
from 2009 to 2015. 
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Source: WWW.FAA.GOV 
Figure 4: The Average number of landings & takeoffs for large & medium hub airports.  (2009 - 2015) 
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2.7 AIRPORT PASSENGERS: 
Passengers at any airport are one of the several important factors that drive an airport’s 
operating income since the majority of airports’ aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues are 
generated from passengers. The increasing competition between airlines pushes airlines’ operators 
to think hard and provide more services and lower price tickets to attract passengers (time and 
price sensitive) to fly with them. Thus, this will dramatically create more opportunities for  airports 
where airlines are serving in to generate more aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues from 
the airlines they serve. Airports generate cash by charging passengers specific amount of money. 
This amount of cash varies between airports based on particular rules and generally included with 
ticket prices. Halpen and Graham (2013) state that passengers are clearly of crucial importance to 
airports, not only because they consume the product airlines provide, but also because they are 
direct customers for commercial airport facilities. 
Perng et al., (2010)  argue that female travelers have different buying patterns and tend to spend 
more time and money on shopping. Regarding gender, females spend much more on confectionery, 
fragrances, and books, while male shoppers prefer to spend their funds on electronic and 
photographic products. Also, most business people are influenced by their colleagues and are 
unlikely to show extravagance when accompanied by their calleagues. (Perng et al.  2010).  
Passengers can be categorized based on the connection, and the sensitivity for the time and the 
price. For connection, there are origin passengers who are traveling from their cities to another 
point. Those passengers are essential to the airport operators because they are going to use all the 
facilities provided by the airport such as the car parking area and the shops and restaurants in the 
terminals. On the other hand, there are passengers with connecting flights either with the same 
carrier or at times, with a different carrier than that on their first-leg of the itinerary. Those 
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passengers are also crucial since the airports are generating cash from their deplaning. Dender 
(2007) shows that concession revenues per departing passenger are lower at hubs, probably 
because of a high share of connecting passengers, who do not consume rental car and parking 
services.  
In addition, passengers can be categorized based on their price or time sensitivity regardless if 
they are origin or connecting passengers. Airports should therefore pay more attention to time-
sensitive passengers since these passengers do not care about what it costs the airport to provide 
these services but instead are concerned about the quality of the service provided. For example, 
time-sensitive passengers can easily change the airport from where they are flying if they feel that 
they are spending more time than they should. Thus, losing that kind of passengers would affect 
the airport revenue stream negatively.  Figure 5 below shows the average number of passengers 
for large and medium hub airports from 2009 to 2015. 
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 Source: WWW.FAA.GOV 
Figure 5: The Average number of Passengers for large & medium hub airports.  (2009 - 2015) 
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2.8 AIRPORT CARGO: 
In the U.S, it was quickly realized that carrying cargo, as opposed to carrying passengers, was 
crucial in shortening the distance between suppliers and consumers. Cargo deals with a large 
demand for things that can be delivered in a very fast, reliable, and well-organized way. Cunha et 
al, (2017) state that air freight (which includes the transportation by air cargo and mail) is 
competitive mainly for long distances and relatively light, high-value for time-sensitive cargo. 
The revenue that airports generate from cargo has been increasing dramatically in past years 
especially after most industries realized that air cargo is a safe and fast way to ship their products 
to consumers. Morrell (2011) shows that revenues may vary depending on the country of origin 
and destination and whether the cargo is carried on passenger or freighter services. Today, air 
cargo is making an enormous positive difference in the economy, especially in industrial cities. 
The air cargo market, which is seen as a lead indicator for trade volume and gross domestic product 
(GDP), is also an important indicator of the state of the global economy. (Shen & Chou, 2013). 
Furthermore, airports that are seeking more revenue from the cargo side should provide some 
specific services and amenities to attract airlines to do their cargo work in the airport. For example, 
airports should provide the required size of hangers to facilitate the process of delivering the cargo 
to its destination. Gardiner et al, (2005) show that the vital issue for cargo operators is what market 
to serve in and what location (airport) to choose. There are plenty of factors affecting this decision 
such as, the area provided for cargo, airport congestion, charging rate, as well as a number of other 
factors. Other things being equal, airports with significant cargo services today would continue to 
be successful in attracting new operators. 
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Additionally, most of U.S. airports are building more cargo facilities to accommodate the 
demand for it. Forecasting future cargo demand is crucial for the airport’s management, for their 
decision purposes, and to predict operating income. 
There are several examples as how to several U.S. large hub airports have developed their 
cargo business and the revenue they generated in the last seven years. For instance, Orlando 
International Airport (MCO) has four cargo facilities and has handled more than four billion 
pounds in the prior five years. It is easy to understand the effect of this amount of cargo on airport’s 
operating income. Furthermore, taking a close look at JFK airport, it has more than four million 
square feet of office and warehouse space dedicated to cargo operations serving the NY/NJ region, 
and capacity continues to expand. Those facilities handled more than 15 billion pounds of cargo 
in the last five years. This amount generates a huge amount of revenue to the airport. For example, 
the McCarran air cargo facility in Las Vegas is a two-building, 20,928 square-foot warehousing 
facility within McCarran International Airport (LAS). This massive amount of area generates more 
revenue to the airport. The front of this area has vehicle parking and truck docks; the other side 
has conveyor systems to load and unload aircraft without difficulty. McCarran International 
Airport has handled more than 1.8 billion pounds. In the last five years, and this is positively going 
to affect the airport revenue. (FAA, 2013). Figure 6 below shows the average amount of cargo for 
large and medium hub airports in the U.S. 
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Source: WWW.FAA.GOV 
Figure 6: The Average amount of cargo for large & medium hub airports.  (2009 - 2015) 
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2.9 AIRPORT DEBT SERVICE RATIO: 
The debt service ratio measures the ability of a firm to pay its current obligations from 
operating income. This ratio is one of the most essential ratios showing the firm’s ability to 
generate revenue to cover its debt issues. The higher this is, the easier for the firm get a loan since 
most loan providers rely on this ratio to assessing the firms requesting a loan. Additionally, the 
debt service ratio can be measured by dividing the net operating income by the total debt service. 
Grady (2010) states that the business debt service coverage ratio ( DSCR) is one of the critical 
ratios to calculate and analyze a borrower’s ability to repay debt. Also, the debt service ratio is the 
ability of a company to repay its debt which compares reported earnings to the amount of scheduled 
after tax-interest and principal payments to determine whether there is enough income available to 
cover the payments. (Bragg, 2012). 
Most of U.S. commercial airports use this ratio to show the power and ability of management 
to cover its obligations. The massive amount of infrastructure needed in any airport requires a 
massive amount of money to get it done. For example, airports can get grants from the local, state, 
and the federal government. Airports may also issue bonds to the general public. In such cases, the 
parties involved look closely at the debt service ratio to assess an airport’s ability to pay its 
obligations on time. According to the Federal Aviation Administration, an airport’s operator 
should focus on the required payments and discuss the factors that might affect the airport’s ability 
to make future payments.  
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     2.10 AIRPORT SIZE: 
The size of the airport has a measurable impact on financial performance. Commercial service 
airports are classified by hub size. Airports with a minimum of 1.0 percent of the total national 
enplanements are considered to be large hub airports while airports with at least 0.25 percent of 
the total national enplanements are known as medium hub airports. small hub airports are airports 
that accommodate between 0.05 percent to 0.25 percent of total country’s enplanements, and 
airports below this ratio are defined as non-hub airports. Research on the relationship between 
airport size and profitability appears to be limited. It is recognized that larger airports have an 
advantage over smaller ones as larger airports could take advantage of economies of scales. Hence, 
spending less and extracting more value (Chin & Teik. 2014). In order for airports to achieve 
economies of scale, airport managers must reduce average expense, while total expenditures must 
be covered by the airports’ outputs such as passengers, cargo, and others. At a given airport, this 
can solely be accomplished with vital traffic throughput. Therefore, smaller airports that 
accommodate less than one million passengers annually tend to have negative margins when taking 
into consideration capital cost and taxes. (ICAO, 2015).  Large airports have access to vital 
financial resources while smaller airports have restricted financial resources. It's hard for them to 
cover operating excesses, and they seem to be much more reliant on several grant programs to 
fund capital plans. (EPA, 2012).  
 
2.11  FLIGHT DELAY: 
When a flight takes off or lands later than 15 minutes from its scheduled departure or arrival 
time, it is considered to be a delayed flight. There are several reasons behind a flight delay; one is 
when actual arrival flights outnumber expected scheduled arrival flights. The other cause could be 
attributed to the availability of scheduled gates. Additionally, a higher demand than expected, 
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planned capacity could also result in flight delays. (Wang et al. 2010). Flights are disrupted because 
of a number of controllable (mechanical) and uncontrollable (weather) factors. Even though flight 
delays affect the passengers negatively, a flight delay is costly for airlines as well. For airlines, 
additional costs associated with flight delays, are primarily for the crew, fuel, and others. A recent 
comprehensive study on flight delay projected that flight delay cost airlines $8.3 billion in 2007 
(Peterson et al. 2013). However, delays are beneficial for airports since they generate more 
revenue. For travelers, the additional time of air travel due to flight delays results in lost 
opportunities for business and leisure activities. For example, when a flight is delayed, passengers 
will spend more money on vending machines, restaurants, shopping, and others. On the other hand, 
when the flight is delayed for a very long time, airlines are legally responsible for accommodating 
passengers, airline’s crew in the airport’s hotel or other hotels in the vicinity. Hence, airports 
generate more revenue when flights are delayed. The other issue that must be taken into 
consideration is that airports’ management should focus on keeping the flight delay rate as low as 
possible even though the airport will be generating more revenue passengers will seek other 
transportation alternatives. Thus, the airport will lose passengers in the long run. Airport’s 
management should pay the most attention to the passengers’ satisfaction as they are the primary 
source of the airport’s aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenue.  
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3. METHODOLOGY  
This section presents the research methodology used in this thesis. The purpose of this thesis 
is to examine whether the variables chosen in this research affect airport profitability. A model 
was created and regression analysis was used to analyze the data. First, data for the model is 
organized, then, descriptive statistics are displayed, and then the results are discussed and 
explained in detail.  A correlation table will assist in showing the strength of the relationship 
between variables.  
3.1 DESCRIPTION OF WORK: 
It is posited that the number of landings and takeoffs, number of passengers, cargo landed, on-
time performance, airport size, and terminal utilization have a positive effect on airport 
profitability, while it is posited that debt has an adverse impact on airport profitability. Table 1 
displays the a priori hypotheses of the model.  
3.2 MODEL: 
This section describes an overview of the model with a view to answering the research question 
of this study.  
 
 
Table 1: A Priori Hypotheses of the Model 
N Variable A priori 
1 TOAL Positive 
2 CARG Positive 
3 ONTP Positive 
4 SIZE Positive 
5 UTIL Positive 
6 PAXF Positive 
7 DEBT Negative 
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 Thus, in considering the performance for a given airport in a given year, the model can be 
expressed as follows: 
 
PERFij = f (TOAL ij, CARG ij, ONTP ij, SIZE ij, UTIL ij, PAXF ij, DEBT ij). 
 
Where: 
PERF ij = Profitability of airport performance calculated as a return on sales for airport i at year j  
TOAL ij = Number of landings and takeoffs at an airport i in year j 
CARG ij = Cargo landed in lbs in at an airport i in year j 
ONTP ij = On-time performance at an airport i in year j 
SIZE ij = The size of an airport i in year j 
UTIL ij = Terminal utilization at an airport i in year j 
PAXF ij = Number of passengers per a flight at an airport i in year j 
DEBT ij = Annual debt for an airport i in year j. 
3.3 VARIABLES AND IDENTIFICATIONS: 
In the period under consideration (2009 to 2015), it is expected that the airport’s return on sales 
is affected positively by the increase in the landing and takeoffs which implies that more flights 
coming to or going out of a given airport will increase airport profitability, also taking into 
account that international flights have more impact on the return on sales compared to domestic 
flights. Moreover, the number of enplanements and on-time performance play a pivotal role in 
affecting the airport’s return on sales. This appears to be logical since passengers at any airport 
are the providers of the aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues, and those main types of 
revenues directly affect the airport’s return on sales. Furthermore, more shipments to any given 
airport will affect the airport’s return on revenue (sales). The other two important factors are 
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airport size and terminal utilization which affect the performance of the airport significantly. 
Finally, debt is one of the most significant factors that affect any airport. It is a tricky factor since 
increasing the debt will lower the operating income, but from another perspective, it can be said 
that more debt means more budget dollars that helps to increase the operating income. 
3.4 SAMPLE SELECTION: 
The sample selected for this study was taken from a list of large and medium-sized airports 
that are registered as hub airports by the FAA, and for which data were available. This resulted in 
a sample of 47 airports which covers more than 80% of total large and medium hub airports within 
the U.S.  
3.5 DATA COLLECTION: 
I obtained the data to this study from several airports’ related sources. These sources included 
the FAA official website, the Bureau of the Transportation Statistics official website, airports’ 
annual reports, and data provided by the College of Business at Embry Riddle Aeronautical 
University. The data gathered covered the period from 2009 to 2015. 
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Table 2: Pearson Correlation 
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Pearson correlations were performed to assess whether the airport profitability could be predicted 
from the variables chosen. Correlation among variables is typically calculated using the Pearson 
statistic. Pearson values range from -1 to +1. The sign of the Pearson statistic provides information 
about the prediction of the relationship between the number of passengers, cargo, and others, and 
the return on sales. Thus, a positive correlation signifies that as independent variables increase, the 
dependent variable will also increase. On the other hand, a negative correlation signifies that as 
the independent variables increase, the dependent variable decreases. A correlation close to zero 
indicates that  as the independent variables increase, the dependent variable nether increase nor 
decrease. The absolute magnitude of the Pearson statistics shows the strength of the linked 
association between the dependent and independent variables. Thus, a score closes to zero 
indicates no correlation. A Pearson score of +1 indicates perfect positive correlation, while a score 
of -1 indicates a perfect negative correlation.  Table 2 above shows the Pearson statistic for the 
variables chosen in this study. Table 2 also shows that airport size (SIZE) and passengers per flight 
(PAXF) are highly correlated r = .0769, p < .05). Attention has to be drawn to the fact that 
correlation coefficients do not indicate causality. In other words, in this case, a larger airport does 
not necessarily mean that the number of passengers flown will increase. All other variables are not 
highly correlated 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), which assumes a linear relationship between the dependent and 
independent variables, was used to perform a regression analysis. 
4.1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS  
Table 3 shows the mean, the standard deviation, and the number of observations of the 
variables chosen in this study. 
  Mean Standard Deviation N 
PERF 0.38 0.10 329 
TOAL 12.49 0.60 329 
CARG 19.38 5.18 329 
ONTP 0.80 0.04 329 
UTIL 4.46 0.39 329 
PAXF 67.99 23.59 329 
DEBT -1581095285 2128317219 329 
Table 3: Descriptive Statistics  
       Table 4 shows that the variables in the equation explain a proportion of the variation in airport 
performance with an R squared (R2) (coefficient of determination) of 10.2 percent. The Durbin-
Watson statistic of .751 indicates that there is possible auto-correction among the variables, as it 
falls outside the 1.5 to 2.5 range for no correlation to exist. 
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4.2 REGRESSION RESULTS – MODEL SUMMARY 
 
       The R2 measures whether the independent variables explain the variability in airport 
performance, and count for variations in the dependent variable. The coefficient of determination, 
R2 in this case shows that the independent variables taken together explain the variability in airport 
performance.  The adjusted R2 is a modified version of the R2 adjusted for the number of predictors 
in the model. One could understand that if more variables are taken into account, more variance 
could be explained. Therefore, to be able to have comparable R2, the adjusted R2 is used. R2 could 
have values between 0 and 1, in which 0 in this case means that 0 percent of the variation of airport 
performance is explained by the independent and control variables. When R2 is 1, this means that 
100 percent of the variation of airport performance is explained by the independent and control 
variables. Therefore, the higher the R2, the better the regression equation fits the sample data.  
       Furthermore, Table 5 demonstrates that the regression model is highly statistically significant 
with an F-value of 5.203, with the hypothesis that all coefficients are jointly rejected at the five 
percent significant level. The F – value is used to test the hypothesis that all the independent 
variables taken together explain a significant proportion of the variation in the dependent variable 
(airport performance). Since the F – value is significant (.000 < .05) at the five percent significance 
level, the null hypothesis can be rejected, and the conclusion can be made that the independent 
variables taken together are useful in explaining airport performance. Using the unstandardized 
coefficients presented in Table 6, the resulting model is as follows: 
R2 ADJ R2 
STD. ERROR OF THE 
ESTIMATION 
F 
CHANGE 
SIG.F 
CHANGE 
DURBIN-
WATSON 
0.102 0.082 0.0981 5.203 0.000 0.751 
Table 4: Regression Results – Model Summary 
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PERF = a + .042 TOAL + .004 CARG - .296 ONTP - .26 SIZE - .044UTIL + .0001 PAXF + 2.9E-12 DEBT 
 
         4.3 REGRESSION RESULTS – ANOVA 
 
      Table 6 illustrates that all the independent variables selected in this model appear to be 
appropriate in that they are not highly dependent on each other. In testing the null hypothesis that 
there is no relationship between return on sales as measured by each of the independent variables 
at the .05 significance level, the null can be rejected for TOAL, CARG, ONTP, and UTIL 
variables. In other words, these independent variables significantly contribute to the model. 
 
      4.4 REGRESSION RESULTS – COEFFICIENTS 
        
Model 
Sum of 
Squares  
Δf Mean Square F  Sig. 
Regression 0.351 7 0.05 5.203 0.000 
Residual 3.089 321 0.01     
Total 3.44 328       
Table 5: Regression Results - ANOVA 
Table 6: Regression Results - Coefficients 
  Coefficient  STD ERR T-VALUE SIGNIFICANCE Tolerance 
Constant 0.261 0.242 1.077 0.282   
TOAL 0.042 0.017 2.523 0.012 0.296 
CARG 0.004 0.001 3.577 0.000 0.851 
ONTP -0.296 0.151 -1.961 0.051 0.950 
SIZE -0.026 0.024 -1.069 0.286 0.204 
UTIL -0.044 0.014 -3.122 0.002 0.944 
PAXF 0 0.000 -0.720 0.472 0.374 
DEBT -0.0000001 0.000 0.937 0.349 0.651 
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It was hypothesized that the on-time performance, size, and terminal utilization have a significant 
and positive relationship with airport performance. The results show that these coefficients resulted 
in a significant but negative relationship with airport profitability. This appears to be counter 
intuitive as it would appear that the better the on-time performance, the better the airport 
profitability. Similarly, it would appear that the larger the size of the airport, the higher the airport 
profitability. Additionally, it was argued that the higher the airport utilization, the higher the airport 
profitability. The remaining variables resulted in the expected sign and importance.  
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5. CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND THE LIMITATIONS: 
In answering the research question, whether total landings and takeoffs, cargo, on-time 
performance, airport size, terminal utilization, passenger per flight, and debt affect airport 
profitability, it could be concluded that taken together these variables result in a statistically 
significant model, and could be used to predict airport profitability.  
Table 7 shows that the regression resulted in the expected signs for the coefficients for TOAL, 
CARG, PAXF, and DEBT. The results did not show the expected signs for the other variables 
(ONTP, SIZE, and UTIL) implying an inverse relationship to airport profitability. 
  
 
 
 
N Variable A priori Final 
1 TOAL Positive Positive 
2 CARG Positive Positive 
3 ONTP Positive Negative 
4 SIZE Positive Negative 
5 UTIL Positive Negative 
6 PAXF Positive Positive 
7 DEBT Negative Negative 
 Table 7: A Priori Hypotheses of the Model & Final Results 
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     The results show that there is a significant and positive relationship between total landings and 
takeoffs, cargo, passenger per flight, debt and airport profitability. Furthermore, there is a 
significant but negative relationship between on-time performance, airport size, terminal 
utilization and airport profitability. These hypotheses were tested using a regression model to 
measures airport profitability, and therefore the null hypothesis can be rejected. From the results 
of the regression model, it could be seen that SIZE, PAXF, and DEBT were not statistically 
significant in predicting airport performance.  
       The limitations of this study include, but are not limited to, the availability of data, the time 
period covered and the selection of the variables. Some of the data used was not available for all 
airports. Expanding the time-period covered could also shed light on many shocks that affect 
airport profitability for period like the 2008 – 2009 recession. This thesis is subjective and it is 
quite possible that the inclusion of an omitted variable would yield different results. Therefore, the 
recommendation for further research will be to see whether having access to more airports’ data 
will enhance the results of this research.  
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Appendix 1: The data used in this research: 
A. Code Year PERF TOAL CARG ONTP 
 DFW 2009 0.2728 638782 2872971976 0.7900 
 DFW 2010 0.2828 652258 3031597346 0.7779 
 DFW 2011 0.2631 646803 3064264844 0.8143 
 DFW 2012 0.2761 650124 3087615175 0.8490 
 DFW 2013 0.2518 678059 3062528160 0.8286 
 DFW 2014 0.3026 679820 3140733270 0.8229 
 DFW 2015 0.2922 681261 3114468629 0.8280 
 IAD 2009 0.4245 365585 429940540 0.8080 
 IAD 2010 0.3969 371801 450313574 0.8108 
 IAD 2011 0.4727 361697 446608904 0.7861 
 IAD 2012 0.4330 338386 465711225 0.7915 
 IAD 2013 0.4938 334452 477671020 0.7750 
 IAD 2014 0.5083 314512 479925622 0.7564 
 IAD 2015 0.5150 294807 476631822.2 0.8046 
 LAX 2009 0.2302 544833 3768864700 0.8268 
 LAX 2010 0.1963 575835 3954810091 0.8167 
 LAX 2011 0.2988 603912 4043122100 0.7958 
 LAX 2012 0.3058 605480 4204996790 0.8112 
 LAX 2013 0.3223 614917 4199375809 0.7963 
 LAX 2014 0.3690 636706 4297359912 0.7714 
 LAX 2015 0.3846 654501 4259290467 0.7723 
ABQ 2009 0.6119 158529 579793842 0.8349 
ABQ 2010 0.5302 156616 598981698 0.8098 
ABQ 2011 0.5159 154140 593136032 0.8108 
ABQ 2012 0.4870 147724 568151446 0.8321 
ABQ 2013 0.5009 136915 567236072 0.7626 
ABQ 2014 0.4823 130069 569465958 0.7292 
ABQ 2015 0.4560 124184 579138962 0.7896 
ANC 2009 0.3821 256632 15524360013 0.7723 
ANC 2010 0.5168 274778 19463543790 0.8168 
ANC 2011 0.4599 273303 17774071223 0.8222 
ANC 2012 0.3952 270997 16522948234 0.8369 
ANC 2013 0.4042 264390 15982410652 0.8189 
ANC 2014 0.4496 277011 15867941046 0.8389 
ANC 2015 0.4856 278684 17139250601 0.8167 
ATL 2009 0.5416 970258 2555242350 0.7260 
ATL 2010 0.4756 950119 2628040410 0.7875 
ATL 2011 0.5046 923991 2655614700 0.8028 
ATL 2012 0.4451 930098 2027932736 0.8474 
ATL 2013 0.5319 911074 2187228002 0.8085 
ATL 2014 0.4766 868359 2262892910 0.8247 
ATL 2015 0.4442 882497 2200767894 0.8444 
Appendix 1: The data 
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se in this research: 
A. Code Year PERF TOAL CARG ONTP 
AUS 2009 0.3022 174514 398927244 0.8050 
AUS 2010 0.2694 176914 398073978 0.8044 
AUS 2011 0.2947 176331 416029448 0.8036 
AUS 2012 0.2791 172248 420478700 0.8045 
AUS 2013 0.3230 176647 442476680 0.7659 
AUS 2014 0.2973 182468 438339730 0.7610 
AUS 2015 0.3316 191193 498446900 0.7815 
BNA 2009 0.3822 174058 355766290 0.8102 
BNA 2010 0.2942 174235 243700794 0.7960 
BNA 2011 0.3056 174750 261516890 0.8028 
BNA 2012 0.1862 173222 233138746 0.8231 
BNA 2013 0.2974 176426 296237996 0.7707 
BNA 2014 0.3438 176284 298160483 0.7439 
BNA 2015 0.3738 184421 313285771 0.8048 
BOS 2009 0.3979 361379 835954035 0.7645 
BOS 2010 0.4084 368851 817235460 0.7633 
BOS 2011 0.4068 372697 806845332 0.7365 
BOS 2012 0.4249 359633 780913850 0.8090 
BOS 2013 0.4176 366485 866698830 0.7829 
BOS 2014 0.4137 368307 910283225 0.7761 
BOS 2015 0.4734 378013 875692471 0.7703 
BUF 2009 0.4552 131617 249522780 0.7905 
BUF 2010 0.4176 130843 278700319 0.7715 
BUF 2011 0.5171 130252 292277342 0.7778 
BUF 2012 0.5375 124168 293481759 0.7983 
BUF 2013 0.4836 125160 291327803 0.7547 
BUF 2014 0.4998 116247 294675727 0.7514 
BUF 2015 0.5088 115601 299562419 0.7906 
BWI 2009 0.4548 268016 469422716 0.8246 
BWI 2010 0.1588 276457 471224991 0.7975 
BWI 2011 0.2540 276203 484628795 0.8166 
BWI 2012 0.2816 268006 488944549 0.8155 
BWI 2013 0.2849 259773 493739798 0.7943 
BWI 2014 0.1732 245121 487553717 0.7739 
BWI 2015 0.2227 246460 489069099.6 0.8073 
CLE 2009 0.3027 200272 373652671 0.8344 
CLE 2010 0.3468 194005 380855675 0.8093 
CLE 2011 0.3660 188296 369077012 0.7858 
CLE 2012 0.4153 180962 356619999 0.8043 
CLE 2013 0.4122 181340 362282830 0.7649 
CLE 2014 0.4552 130762 370335804 0.7421 
CLE 2015 0.4176 117773 393392936 0.7957 
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Appendix 1: The data used in this research: 
A. Code Year PERF TOAL CARG ONTP 
CLT 2009 0.5171 509464 391159184 0.8005 
CLT 2010 0.5375 529107 404452776 0.8093 
CLT 2011 0.4836 539842 397863057 0.7935 
CLT 2012 0.4998 552515 349852877 0.8620 
CLT 2013 0.5088 557955 353447052 0.8065 
CLT 2014 0.4548 545294 360077450 0.8137 
CLT 2015 0.4565 543944 356706455.8 0.8337 
CMH 2009 0.3629 146439 0 0.8022 
CMH 2010 0.3047 136086 0 0.7754 
CMH 2011 0.2782 135377 0 0.7801 
CMH 2012 0.2808 129450 0 0.8064 
CMH 2013 0.2890 128187 0 0.7582 
CMH 2014 0.2852 124119 0 0.7134 
CMH 2015 0.3178 125727 0 0.7900 
DAL 2009 0.2976 172962 0 0.8421 
DAL 2010 0.3540 168544 0 0.8029 
DAL 2011 0.3050 179198 0 0.8100 
DAL 2012 0.2012 177608 0 0.8466 
DAL 2013 0.2833 177417 0 0.7861 
DAL 2014 0.0630 182949 0 0.7508 
DAL 2015 0.3653 216099 0 0.8069 
DEN 2009 0.3277 611888 1248170052 0.8077 
DEN 2010 0.3185 635458 1237718352 0.8363 
DEN 2011 0.3482 634684 1209106208 0.8215 
DEN 2012 0.3786 618257 1204617700 0.8322 
DEN 2013 0.3472 586860 1259729786 0.7681 
DEN 2014 0.4187 575161 1314752910 0.7648 
DEN 2015 0.3647 547648 1281721243 0.7980 
DTW 2009 0.3613 432589 584958610 0.8186 
DTW 2010 0.3011 452616 552232440 0.7779 
DTW 2011 0.3104 443028 602804150 0.8143 
DTW 2012 0.3605 427814 666139040 0.8490 
DTW 2013 0.3155 425732 682197220 0.8286 
DTW 2014 0.3161 392635 674728030 0.8229 
DTW 2015 0.3254 379376 674504070 0.8280 
EWR 2009 0.4461 415206 2928640538 0.6575 
EWR 2010 0.4440 408821 2978995667 0.7189 
EWR 2011 0.4649 417149 3049215532 0.6672 
EWR 2012 0.4666 421175 2854009886 0.6944 
EWR 2013 0.4535 419850 2533226761 0.7036 
EWR 2014 0.4394 402281 2499283148 0.7024 
EWR 2015 0.4769 416947 2577017218 0.7542 
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Appendix 1: The data used in this research: 
A. Code Year PERF TOAL CARG ONTP 
FLL 2009 0.3518 266979 501250900 0.7801 
FLL 2010 0.3736 272293 475869850 0.7830 
FLL 2011 0.3569 267119 425869500 0.7888 
FLL 2012 0.3497 263309 447296904 0.8082 
FLL 2013 0.3276 255661 446326310 0.7531 
FLL 2014 0.3387 258394 508118870 0.7404 
FLL 2015 0.3647 278005 483595964.8 0.7789 
HNL 2009 0.2704 275487 2041210900 0.8484 
HNL 2010 0.3692 265069 2123084700 0.8604 
HNL 2011 0.3892 264820 2113941200 0.8800 
HNL 2012 0.3331 278163 1976862300 0.8768 
HNL 2013 0.3911 286897 2116335200 0.8481 
HNL 2014 0.2889 311623 2189120700 0.8600 
HNL 2015 0.3014 313348 2132111920 0.8343 
IAH 2009 0.4075 538875 1567763301 0.8275 
IAH 2010 0.4274 531983 1526026442 0.8229 
IAH 2011 0.3442 528997 1616771558 0.8103 
IAH 2012 0.3906 511034 1575814863 0.8001 
IAH 2013 0.3869 505143 1704234283 0.7978 
IAH 2014 0.3850 508940 1734461801 0.7676 
IAH 2015 0.4229 502844 1696686910 0.7933 
IND 2009 0.4040 171322 4575418342 0.8156 
IND 2010 0.5678 166490 4717295655 0.7873 
IND 2011 0.5491 159699 4813314835 0.7895 
IND 2012 0.5611 158237 4940121920 0.8161 
IND 2013 0.5689 154040 5268916355 0.7753 
IND 2014 0.5633 151119 5355984715 0.7449 
IND 2015 0.5784 154059 5324737760 0.8029 
JAX 2009 0.3939 96009 422632970 0.7891 
JAX 2010 0.3434 96558 407762063 0.8007 
JAX 2011 0.3274 97952 395157580 0.7981 
JAX 2012 0.2862 87962 389055455 0.8144 
JAX 2013 0.3334 90149 391735430 0.7728 
JAX 2014 0.3349 89902 395653090 0.7574 
JAX 2015 0.3604 93109 401128446 0.7930 
JFK 2009 0.3389 422244 3181559852 0.7351 
JFK 2010 0.3817 404174 3923400051 0.7472 
JFK 2011 0.3470 413601 3944502109 0.7534 
JFK 2012 0.3737 409916 3494647375 0.8050 
JFK 2013 0.3743 411776 3372770377 0.7503 
JFK 2014 0.3286 431236 3170996874 0.7511 
JFK 2015 0.3758 446644 3276081675 0.7643 
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Appendix 1: The data used in this research: 
A. Code Year PERF TOAL CARG ONTP 
LAS 2009 0.3520 511063 400011324 0.8292 
LAS 2010 0.3554 505604 353579818 0.8259 
LAS 2011 0.4280 531538 347384144 0.8261 
LAS 2012 0.3470 528004 370201060 0.8446 
LAS 2013 0.5202 520386 383879000 0.8040 
LAS 2014 0.5291 522067 392745700 0.7783 
LAS 2015 0.5404 524878 386463432 0.8130 
MCO 2009 0.4347 306321 782467887 0.8089 
MCO 2010 0.4458 314763 796032605 0.8081 
MCO 2011 0.4404 317028 805685900 0.8061 
MCO 2012 0.4363 308844 725505195 0.8258 
MCO 2013 0.4474 298552 698556765 0.7936 
MCO 2014 0.4553 297369 756120798 0.7675 
MCO 2015 0.4443 314616 738484870.8 0.7918 
MEM 2009 0.5415 339007 18928729202 0.8205 
MEM 2010 0.5155 336017 19544635833 0.8175 
MEM 2011 0.5157 311791 20303149106 0.8207 
MEM 2012 0.5097 271321 20983699672 0.8622 
MEM 2013 0.4909 234278 21891425638 0.8106 
MEM 2014 0.5180 219853 22774592279 0.7345 
MEM 2015 0.4706 219171 22679195919 0.7927 
MIA 2009 0.3278 351417 6352786009 0.7576 
MIA 2010 0.3466 376208 6905291871 0.7798 
MIA 2011 0.3989 394572 6634448852 0.7976 
MIA 2012 0.4890 391195 7147983325 0.8051 
MIA 2013 0.4968 399140 6847177300 0.8197 
MIA 2014 0.4882 402663 7192790882 0.8098 
MIA 2015 0.4638 412915 7114706654 0.7884 
MKE 2009 0.2103 169693 374141030 0.8083 
MKE 2010 0.2328 192084 495159556 0.7902 
MKE 2011 0.2246 173052 490424335 0.8068 
MKE 2012 0.2295 133498 443125815 0.8354 
MKE 2013 0.2153 119540 485371020 0.7714 
MKE 2014 0.2765 113286 510090425 0.7318 
MKE 2015 0.2058 111509 552959277 0.8075 
MSP 2009 0.4876 432604 948064510 0.7894 
MSP 2010 0.4638 435583 1024128613 0.7859 
MSP 2011 0.4712 435076 968650986 0.8275 
MSP 2012 0.4745 424928 875841084 0.8722 
MSP 2013 0.4667 431573 732663072 0.8318 
MSP 2014 0.4630 411760 972664080 0.8139 
MSP 2015 0.5490 404374 905299279.2 0.8275 
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Appendix 1: The data used in this research: 
A. Code Year PERF TOAL CARG ONTP 
MSY 2009 0.2805 117075 349076170 0.8062 
MSY 2010 0.2814 120221 345072218 0.8006 
MSY 2011 0.3089 123140 322031610 0.8140 
MSY 2012 0.3732 121303 302322482 0.8140 
MSY 2013 0.3523 127753 295001650 0.7901 
MSY 2014 0.4487 126167 296971410 0.7703 
MSY 2015 0.4335 130132 310548264 0.8125 
ORD 2009 0.3526 827899 3499701350 0.7924 
ORD 2010 0.4156 882617 4895940100 0.7797 
ORD 2011 0.3655 878798 4368420500 0.7548 
ORD 2012 0.3346 878108 4555097891 0.7963 
ORD 2013 0.4111 883287 6864249348 0.7352 
ORD 2014 0.4139 881933 7541411779 0.6763 
ORD 2015 0.0468 875136 6808716515 0.7695 
PBI 2009 0.3191 138370 0 0.7626 
PBI 2010 0.3062 141387 0 0.7685 
PBI 2011 0.3679 143194 0 0.7779 
PBI 2012 0.3822 136159 0 0.7951 
PBI 2013 0.3936 135587 0 0.7520 
PBI 2014 0.4054 139712 0 0.7324 
PBI 2015 0.3405 144797 0 0.7622 
PDX 2009 0.4484 226726 1089318211 0.8297 
PDX 2010 0.4874 223068 1062285290 0.8373 
PDX 2011 0.4765 219197 1134697344 0.8297 
PDX 2012 0.4694 216195 1161531992 0.8459 
PDX 2013 0.4755 209909 1137027109 0.8197 
PDX 2014 0.4522 216253 1126448683 0.7961 
PDX 2015 0.5184 218021 1135581030 0.8388 
PHL 2009 0.2110 472668 2263373275 0.7462 
PHL 2010 0.2857 460779 1987519867 0.7807 
PHL 2011 0.2995 448129 1949469667 0.7616 
PHL 2012 0.2483 443236 1883576381 0.8105 
PHL 2013 0.2608 432884 1884230897 0.7596 
PHL 2014 0.2244 419253 1927756545 0.7616 
PHL 2015 0.2439 411368 1910215383 0.7813 
PHX 2009 0.3299 457207 1220692246 0.8393 
PHX 2010 0.3265 449351 1213458732 0.8511 
PHX 2011 0.3383 461989 1239062238 0.8491 
PHX 2012 0.4204 450204 1300826546 0.8649 
PHX 2013 0.2893 436184 1375903366 0.8379 
PHX 2014 0.3230 430461 1436921968 0.8077 
PHX 2015 0.3285 440411 1397499163 0.8267 
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Appendix 1: The data used in this research: 
A. Code Year PERF TOAL CARG ONTP 
RDU 2009 0.5615 194848 436497214 0.7879 
RDU 2010 0.4930 187056 460397905 0.7869 
RDU 2011 0.4679 192959 430409120 0.7912 
RDU 2012 0.4896 187724 381945455 0.8147 
RDU 2013 0.4981 185725 409473228 0.7781 
RDU 2014 0.4731 183503 439980600 0.7992 
RDU 2015 0.5033 182308 446121017 0.7873 
RNO 2009 0.3081 99632 335243304 0.8323 
RNO 2010 0.3122 92049 350867572 0.8150 
RNO 2011 0.2079 87023 371917840 0.8241 
RNO 2012 0.2160 80458 437385520 0.8457 
RNO 2013 0.1820 75650 428698250 0.7935 
RNO 2014 0.1696 74686 467324320 0.7522 
RNO 2015 0.2002 79274 511550100 0.8036 
SAN 2009 0.1199 199612 637289000 0.8169 
SAN 2010 0.1227 190137 630150500 0.8158 
SAN 2011 0.1817 185143 650313950 0.8055 
SAN 2012 0.2249 187326 682919800 0.8213 
SAN 2013 0.2864 187981 678012288 0.7910 
SAN 2014 0.3009 191765 586689250 0.7440 
SAN 2015 0.3337 193712 624199967.6 0.8092 
SAT 2009 0.1715 190879 671660636 0.8075 
SAT 2010 0.1408 177423 674796388 0.7932 
SAT 2011 0.4395 177857 748533304 0.8063 
SAT 2012 0.4681 180020 809391614 0.8122 
SAT 2013 0.4494 177097 737330634 0.7699 
SAT 2014 0.4677 173587 746704930 0.7378 
SAT 2015 0.4098 168092 775121718 0.7858 
SEA 2009 0.4679 317873 1606699377 0.8222 
SEA 2010 0.4706 313954 1394058765 0.8512 
SEA 2011 0.4529 314944 1357043620 0.8407 
SEA 2012 0.4390 309597 1290550381 0.8495 
SEA 2013 0.4543 317186 1386358331 0.8341 
SEA 2014 0.4319 340478 1574603394 0.8185 
SEA 2015 0.4369 381408 1480143779 0.8323 
SFO 2009 0.4024 380311 1494163650 0.7353 
SFO 2010 0.4613 388758 1304432000 0.7131 
SFO 2011 0.4486 403675 1243832338 0.7138 
SFO 2012 0.4381 423322 1197193176 0.6995 
SFO 2013 0.4700 420915 1191012764 0.7266 
SFO 2014 0.4773 431966 1245416930 0.6918 
SFO 2015 0.5182 430518 1224891346 0.7673 
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Appendix 1: The data used in this research: 
A. Code Year PERF TOAL CARG ONTP 
SJC 2009 0.1318 158489 372125502 0.8404 
SJC 2010 0.1529 138300 311053456 0.8197 
SJC 2011 0.2998 137184 302463179 0.8303 
SJC 2012 0.4304 134947 256343848 0.8601 
SJC 2013 0.4912 138854 245152668 0.8116 
SJC 2014 0.4928 142211 244687656 0.7768 
SJC 2015 0.5096 148669 244737142 0.8163 
SLC 2009 0.2553 372680 898534081 0.8510 
SLC 2010 0.2557 365579 848125292 0.8268 
SLC 2011 0.2581 358964 856301628 0.8336 
SLC 2012 0.2846 328966 876163077 0.8855 
SLC 2013 0.2973 330396 934455550 0.8504 
SLC 2014 0.3101 325479 962293488 0.8557 
SLC 2015 0.4238 311767 939499818.2 0.8691 
SMF 2009 0.2866 130920 275226170 0.8285 
SMF 2010 0.3572 123014 270440150 0.8012 
SMF 2011 0.2928 117550 278496500 0.8146 
SMF 2012 0.3340 115829 287776900 0.8367 
SMF 2013 0.4095 108990 291228750 0.8075 
SMF 2014 0.4628 108080 287806700 0.7615 
SMF 2015 0.4973 108037 285329550 0.8056 
TPA 2009 0.5377 200621 318581850 0.8130 
TPA 2010 0.4226 195705 317256930 0.8096 
TPA 2011 0.4338 191315 314706228 0.8162 
TPA 2012 0.4482 188295 311542418 0.8282 
TPA 2013 0.4445 186557 374054404 0.7875 
TPA 2014 0.4380 184038 395335682 0.7678 
TPA 2015 0.4449 189887 374320773.6 0.8027 
TUS 2009 0.3244 178632 162668750 0.8188 
TUS 2010 0.4106 164859 150584844 0.8138 
TUS 2011 0.4114 154360 149719444 0.7981 
TUS 2012 0.4121 145111 159532800 0.8227 
TUS 2013 0.3428 139933 159362254 0.7885 
TUS 2014 0.3342 137897 154876980 0.7391 
TUS 2015 0.3253 143435 159073280 0.7940 
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Appendix 1: The data used in this research: 
A. Code Year SIZE UTIL PAXF DEBT 
 DFW 2009 1 104.4621983 83.48383016 -3,779,660,000 
 DFW 2010 1 105.3381727 83.0979643 -3,759,220,000 
 DFW 2011 1 102.5988758 85.09038455 -4,005,220,000 
 DFW 2012 1 103.9153592 86.20787419 -4,561,875,000 
 DFW 2013 1 108.1181115 85.65074131 -5,963,945,000 
 DFW 2014 1 113.3444118 90.62565679 -6,316,090,000 
 DFW 2015 1 117.2224727 87.76356374 -6,232,745,000 
 IAD 2009 1 93.70155043 60.90019011 -3,528,252,434 
 IAD 2010 1 95.83390047 60.65869107 -3,607,647,700 
 IAD 2011 1 93.06761202 61.06980705 -3,868,051,680 
 IAD 2012 1 75.82755232 63.92827126 -3,805,897,899 
 IAD 2013 1 61.59491625 63.21381245 -3,694,137,235 
 IAD 2014 1 60.74911237 66.23561581 -3,679,617,230 
 IAD 2015 1 60.66365498 71.41628659 -3,706,953,632 
 LAX 2009 1 129.0035726 100.7277349 -1,131,383,551 
 LAX 2010 1 131.9706548 100.2292497 -2,668,301,000 
 LAX 2011 1 135.1255951 101.1032634 -3,667,375,000 
 LAX 2012 1 123.9382438 103.4758142 -3,669,574,000 
 LAX 2013 1 125.7963337 105.4642887 -3,752,096,000 
 LAX 2014 1 132.991788 107.7866299 -3,924,810,000 
 LAX 2015 1 139.4008334 101.8759336 -4,157,083,000 
ABQ 2009 0 107.6348355 36.35672968 -191,326,000 
ABQ 2010 0 103.9857379 36.11917046 -165,783,000 
ABQ 2011 0 100.0466076 35.9210458 -136,356,412 
ABQ 2012 0 108.5102252 35.61471393 -117,978,333 
ABQ 2013 0 90.72173585 36.19447102 -98,091,667 
ABQ 2014 0 86.39607477 36.19900207 -94,870,417 
ABQ 2015 0 83.22521617 37.42644785 -54,418,750 
ANC 2009 0 103.9857379 17.78941052 -582,892,516 
ANC 2010 0 45.84743296 17.70381908 -562,006,156 
ANC 2011 0 47.72527792 17.2335247 -593,596,935 
ANC 2012 0 47.17748995 16.60326129 -579,579,484 
ANC 2013 0 41.42724212 17.58788154 -565,028,824 
ANC 2014 0 43.03095483 17.19661674 -513,684,513 
ANC 2015 0 44.84982699 18.12729113 -497,155,400 
ATL 2009 1 164.5812281 87.15386629 -2,381,145,000 
ATL 2010 1 163.1314235 90.78985895 -2,382,692,000 
ATL 2011 1 167.7605184 96.13539742 -3,171,480,000 
ATL 2012 1 151.1914345 98.48194061 -3,195,266,000 
ATL 2013 1 149.4777512 99.46153002 -3,167,584,000 
ATL 2014 1 152.2441934 107.3387228 -3,102,242,000 
ATL 2015 1 156.2811168 104.6667146 -2,978,917,000 
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Appendix 1: The data used in this research: 
A. Code Year SIZE UTIL PAXF DEBT 
AUS 2009 0 129.9891349 46.15217117 -336,470,587 
AUS 2010 0 137.493405 47.49353923 -337,111,480 
AUS 2011 0 138.6993358 50.32196267 -323,237,881 
AUS 2012 0 143.2836154 53.48395337 -281,041,491 
AUS 2013 0 151.6081765 55.48873176 -326,208,159 
AUS 2014 0 161.7719911 57.21531447 -310,576,368 
AUS 2015 0 177.7640202 60.64617428 -538,361,072 
BNA 2009 0 117.0089394 50.39446621 -216,260,391 
BNA 2010 0 117.6314518 50.87986914 -290,775,000 
BNA 2011 0 111.7748537 53.48265522 -258,787,000 
BNA 2012 0 115.5898415 55.38675226 -231,111,708 
BNA 2013 0 119.4324146 57.25900944 -206,503,268 
BNA 2014 0 126.1914268 61.2302648 -177,941,116 
BNA 2015 0 133.1625854 61.97998059 -148,094,233 
BOS 2009 1 95.12449159 69.54912709 -1,590,870,000 
BOS 2010 1 100.0976447 73.53546012 -1,502,695,000 
BOS 2011 1 106.3533024 76.09790259 -1,716,770,000 
BOS 2012 1 109.331266 79.49045277 -1,657,935,000 
BOS 2013 1 109.7805778 80.8226967 -1,677,705,000 
BOS 2014 1 114.6998997 84.20997157 -1,663,270,000 
BOS 2015 1 120.6828417 80.02532294 -259,273,947 
BUF 2009 0 133.1625854 40.38181998 -182,756,617 
BUF 2010 0 95.12449159 39.78765391 -185,925,307 
BUF 2011 0 100.0976447 39.65539109 -175,989,493 
BUF 2012 0 106.3533024 41.76003479 -165,586,295 
BUF 2013 0 121.054713 41.0289869 -155,039,664 
BUF 2014 0 760.1965606 40.83492907 -144,140,233 
BUF 2015 0 725.1674195 40.42233199 -132,419,976 
BWI 2009 1 110.5522127 77.15173721 -627,850,000 
BWI 2010 1 119.4952554 78.48333014 -598,815,000 
BWI 2011 1 120.0374613 80.13902094 -567,920,000 
BWI 2012 1 120.4749041 83.47905644 -576,410,000 
BWI 2013 1 91.87753301 85.7112248 -685,050,000 
BWI 2014 1 118.676145 89.9327271 -640,800,000 
BWI 2015 1 121.054713 89.89008358 -646,275,000 
CLE 2009 0 111.8484528 46.97939802 -838,924,146 
CLE 2010 0 105.4606511 47.32967707 -824,865,753 
CLE 2011 0 101.1563248 46.74590007 -874,539,458 
CLE 2012 0 98.98985771 48.04258353 -856,702,115 
CLE 2013 0 99.99656935 48.2568435 -815,524,999 
CLE 2014 0 84.02491251 56.38205289 -815,524,999 
CLE 2015 0 89.19753868 66.51646812 -782,369,999 
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CLT 2009 1 250.9050246 67.38602139 -677,971,000 
CLT 2010 1 252.9882783 70.41744297 -771,330,000 
CLT 2011 1 278.4368158 70.47445364 -748,489,000 
CLT 2012 1 266.2436372 72.51863207 -917,858,000 
CLT 2013 1 237.4989416 76.51728544 -902,743,000 
CLT 2014 1 258.057796 78.99490917 -879,493,000 
CLT 2015 1 259.0224307 77.9444884 -737,782,000 
CMH 2009 0 76.27219811 42.29085148 -119,674,774 
CMH 2010 0 80.93460258 46.23491028 -94,705,000 
CMH 2011 0 80.60648047 46.30593084 -90,690,000 
CMH 2012 0 76.27219811 47.82657397 -101,485,000 
CMH 2013 0 75.19529444 47.80238246 -104,458,248 
CMH 2014 0 76.47203227 50.20183856 -119,225,774 
CMH 2015 0 81.36570817 52.69347077 -110,726,893 
DAL 2009 0 103.496102 42.50483921 -26,108,750 
DAL 2010 0 98.2466705 44.89518464 -28,433,750 
DAL 2011 0 95.71806052 43.00143975 -20,223,000 
DAL 2012 0 97.17930586 43.94653394 -468,499,000 
DAL 2013 0 99.02185103 45.35956532 -15,985,904 
DAL 2014 0 103.496102 49.43826968 -452,612,176 
DAL 2015 0 161.9635316 65.1641146 -574,547,000 
DEN 2009 1 98.1123332 78.49040674 -4,169,346,555 
DEN 2010 1 102.1349371 79.44494207 -4,006,974,297 
DEN 2011 1 103.3568186 80.88276686 -3,799,335,245 
DEN 2012 1 100.8566456 83.45992362 -3,929,985,787 
DEN 2013 1 98.97628119 86.89256381 -4,447,198,738 
DEN 2014 1 100.9179823 90.41152303 -4,302,445,672 
DEN 2015 1 101.9184406 94.43912805 -4,071,742,061 
DTW 2009 1 109.0659868 70.32727138 -2,180,829,376 
DTW 2010 1 110.5826918 69.12654436 -2,113,089,070 
DTW 2011 1 107.3522368 70.95201658 -2,027,545,438 
DTW 2012 1 107.1016579 72.92832399 -2,181,711,693 
DTW 2013 1 106.7629258 73.67791474 -2,098,574,851 
DTW 2014 1 107.7909019 80.359321 -2,180,541,170 
DTW 2015 1 109.3446374 82.8847634 -273,292,201 
EWR 2009 1 100.730562 80.24662938 0 
EWR 2010 1 96.83245757 81.07095281 0 
EWR 2011 1 98.7090048 80.61432246 0 
EWR 2012 1 99.44450205 80.99242833 0 
EWR 2013 1 102.3081823 83.58464213 0 
EWR 2014 1 103.2253572 88.36313423 0 
EWR 2015 1 109.275747 84.3490554 0 
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FLL 2009 1 147.8176838 76.84587926 -771,131,000 
FLL 2010 1 154.4226843 79.54526925 -735,604,390 
FLL 2011 1 164.8231403 84.84956892 -685,445,039 
FLL 2012 1 159.8944348 86.93286595 -1,203,525,000 
FLL 2013 1 147.7888837 90.26124438 -1,181,220,000 
FLL 2014 1 165.290599 93.12801381 -1,568,955,000 
FLL 2015 1 180.9002513 85.00397187 -1,526,375,000 
HNL 2009 1 52.15186356 63.44683415 -721,684,606 
HNL 2010 1 52.94091324 65.94567452 -1,187,356,232 
HNL 2011 1 49.34810526 65.62721094 -1,162,376,679 
HNL 2012 1 50.48423301 66.33411345 -1,170,339,611 
HNL 2013 1 53.60325616 65.99577549 -1,151,790,657 
HNL 2014 1 53.98602986 60.7336429 -1,313,736,401 
HNL 2015 1 53.89742412 60.10166716 -1,420,816,570 
IAH 2009 1 102.4436424 71.59448481 -18,081,706,212 
IAH 2010 1 103.9791276 73.41825209 -1,965,029,098 
IAH 2011 1 99.29385347 72.99345743 -1,912,425,931 
IAH 2012 1 99.05061629 74.51167633 -1,882,614,781 
IAH 2013 1 83.28045573 75.03950367 -1,834,449,567 
IAH 2014 1 84.89751929 77.6990883 -1,825,460,398 
IAH 2015 1 88.72333764 77.40619437 -1,894,947,834 
IND 2009 0 66.96673065 43.57331808 -1,439,605,512 
IND 2010 0 67.51115855 44.79185537 -1,337,990,958 
IND 2011 0 67.08437982 45.96642434 -1,297,984,680 
IND 2012 0 63.63023393 45.32975221 -1,210,824,662 
IND 2013 0 62.82564314 45.89736432 -1,142,210,328 
IND 2014 0 64.13363353 47.72276153 -1,080,189,160 
IND 2015 0 69.38561587 50.49451184 -1,021,056,134 
JAX 2009 0 91.21821931 57.84959743 -218,885,000 
JAX 2010 0 89.51918925 57.07904058 -209,880,000 
JAX 2011 0 87.87095995 55.13953773 -200,480,000 
JAX 2012 0 77.24515747 58.63948068 -183,860,000 
JAX 2013 0 75.22931456 56.5523744 -157,035,000 
JAX 2014 0 76.04706928 57.60045383 -150,645,000 
JAX 2015 0 79.33842164 58.35038503 -92,403,000 
JFK 2009 1 88.17306657 107.5694243 -947,912,000 
JFK 2010 1 86.54756932 113.4860085 -1,688,430,000 
JFK 2011 1 88.84561236 114.4331469 -1,643,462,000 
JFK 2012 1 91.3167257 119.6390529 -1,596,029,000 
JFK 2013 1 93.43389336 121.6018321 -1,545,471 
JFK 2014 1 97.61862564 121.7195596 -1,491,938,000 
JFK 2015 1 104.3210298 114.8942988 -1,435,938,953 
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LAS 2009 1 134.5318019 76.10001898 -3,123,165,000 
LAS 2010 1 129.3199809 75.14472987 -4,806,645,000 
LAS 2011 1 124.6002231 74.7740218 -4,705,855,000 
LAS 2012 1 121.4625136 75.60416588 -4,514,590,000 
LAS 2013 1 120.9861219 76.65916839 -4,473,605,000 
LAS 2014 1 122.6459137 78.99464245 -4,374,835,000 
LAS 2015 1 127.0610305 77.55445951 -4,287,115,000 
MCO 2009 1 55.63553441 106.887977 -1,225,336,000 
MCO 2010 1 56.72897937 108.128916 -1,318,503,000 
MCO 2011 1 57.19949729 108.8258135 -1,238,129,000 
MCO 2012 1 57.0697546 111.120352 -1,151,425,000 
MCO 2013 1 56.09594358 113.1094349 -1,118,023,000 
MCO 2014 1 56.53495171 116.2098807 -1,022,850,000 
MCO 2015 1 60.73866252 109.1867864 -1,010,470,000 
MEM 2009 0 102.4149673 29.81762029 -111,504,000 
MEM 2010 0 104.9347498 29.34931864 -65,992,000 
MEM 2011 0 99.31782138 27.866186 -490,350,000 
MEM 2012 0 81.40388042 24.76526329 -477,775,000 
MEM 2013 0 57.78219008 19.64335533 -451,259,000 
MEM 2014 0 40.6882535 16.37701555 -422,474,000 
MEM 2015 0 37.11289062 17.09821099 -353,927,000 
MIA 2009 1 70.12161144 92.12854244 -5,189,004,000 
MIA 2010 1 41.89448014 90.46938927 -6,365,488,430 
MIA 2011 1 42.11491317 92.97242582 -6,298,185,000 
MIA 2012 1 44.33751571 97.07428776 -6,231,644,000 
MIA 2013 1 45.00971862 97.30966077 -6,157,470,000 
MIA 2014 1 45.6386769 96.71346014 -6,091,656,000 
MIA 2015 1 48.04573827 93.7936137 -6,082,900,000 
MKE 2009 0 137.9611458 45.05244176 -187,854,159 
MKE 2010 0 170.9787674 49.56342017 -205,068,973 
MKE 2011 0 165.3204167 53.99505351 -196,567,006 
MKE 2012 0 128.3487847 55.58710992 -187,898,373 
MKE 2013 0 111.0613021 53.7863644 -226,182,586 
MKE 2014 0 111.4102257 56.9992232 -213,778,867 
MKE 2015 0 110.7925868 57.93069618 -202,920,000 
MSP 2009 1 108.9806903 71.89580309 -1,736,724,000 
MSP 2010 1 109.8790473 71.22631967 -1,784,005,000 
MSP 2011 1 110.8127608 73.07069569 -1,529,957,000 
MSP 2012 1 102.9237251 75.04272724 -1,529,883,000 
MSP 2013 1 106.039771 75.44881167 -1,489,995,000 
MSP 2014 1 110.6246135 82.43966388 -1,347,870,000 
MSP 2015 1 115.1995923 82.24341525 -1,304,180,000 
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MSY 2009 0 82.77482754 66.91003203 -340,384,354 
MSY 2010 0 87.19592045 68.02287454 -374,368,794 
MSY 2011 0 86.96672824 69.11500731 -367,256,434 
MSY 2012 0 87.07469455 70.79171991 -360,480,631 
MSY 2013 0 92.87944932 71.64667757 -350,773,259 
MSY 2014 0 98.91419808 77.20828743 -362,953,618 
MSY 2015 0 108.1968349 81.91238127 -978,158,698 
ORD 2009 1 126.6765783 75.21625706 -5,934,803,965 
ORD 2010 1 131.8469095 72.90100009 -6,618,221,098 
ORD 2011 1 131.3883599 72.5816422 -7,499,268,000 
ORD 2012 1 126.3311407 73.27525771 -7,329,196,370 
ORD 2013 1 144.9052336 73.17629491 -7,889,260,724 
ORD 2014 1 151.9190414 76.74829267 -7,706,504,523 
ORD 2015 1 163.3214199 75.8830207 -7,840,664,039 
PBI 2009 0 116.4211932 43.42091494 -146,855,000 
PBI 2010 0 112.7303656 41.84848678 -140,501,846 
PBI 2011 0 110.395879 40.1854547 -132,456,835 
PBI 2012 0 105.980356 41.07490507 -122,292,688 
PBI 2013 0 94.09228786 41.95840309 -111,195,723 
PBI 2014 0 96.50467884 41.8896301 -99,542,540 
PBI 2015 0 102.1645379 43.00629157 -87,034,357 
PDX 2009 1 91.31442556 56.72149643 -674,636,020 
PDX 2010 1 90.56549646 59.01543027 -648,861,998 
PDX 2011 1 92.19942062 62.12207284 -685,235,507 
PDX 2012 1 95.43791532 66.07571868 -685,742,616 
PDX 2013 1 101.0576814 71.00794154 -649,278,764 
PDX 2014 1 106.7638298 72.86613365 -618,780,580 
PDX 2015 1 110.695557 70.14278991 -673,384,192 
PHL 2009 1 136.6973939 63.48202544 -1,271,210,000 
PHL 2010 1 105.3657335 64.89555297 -1,232,700,000 
PHL 2011 1 103.443272 66.42364141 -1,440,930,000 
PHL 2012 1 100.9699941 65.83101102 -1,366,920,000 
PHL 2013 1 96.92118119 68.04568891 -1,355,055,000 
PHL 2014 1 96.95078042 70.5652148 -1,295,965,000 
PHL 2015 1 97.33886796 71.65778476 -1,361,515,000 
PHX 2009 1 116.3358827 81.18706407 -1,140,349,439 
PHX 2010 1 115.0574351 84.15323878 -1,218,020,663 
PHX 2011 1 118.6651078 85.50119592 -1,734,881,544 
PHX 2012 1 120.7002821 86.89780633 -1,708,966,118 
PHX 2013 1 120.0257107 89.52693817 -1,741,924,410 
PHX 2014 1 121.557386 94.52594776 -1,523,990,000 
PHX 2015 1 127.8985433 90.93376868 -1,499,660,000 
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RDU 2009 0 149.406731 45.52906881 -734,285 
RDU 2010 0 112.2306381 47.74758361 -719,140,000 
RDU 2011 0 79.8995518 46.25343208 -713,200,000 
RDU 2012 0 78.70686023 47.84016961 -696,410,000 
RDU 2013 0 79.27829512 48.26508009 -679,005,000 
RDU 2014 0 78.57107197 50.94051868 -660,905,000 
RDU 2015 0 82.67967602 54.35565088 -642,015,000 
RNO 2009 0 114.0384902 36.71145817 -52,533,163 
RNO 2010 0 93.77266819 40.35867853 -40,104,750 
RNO 2011 0 89.89669634 41.85217701 -46,023,459 
RNO 2012 0 84.22875432 41.8934848 -39,222,555 
RNO 2013 0 80.05669728 44.20161269 -44,819,814 
RNO 2014 0 75.48514456 43.15593284 -40,995,042 
RNO 2015 0 75.03175423 42.1292227 -32,785,430 
SAN 2009 1 221.9973736 84.70286356 -131,658,000 
SAN 2010 1 219.9661292 88.67825831 -208,714,000 
SAN 2011 1 218.8212456 91.45020876 -660,342,456 
SAN 2012 1 223.0482122 92.7433565 -654,181,983 
SAN 2013 1 208.1281401 94.46456823 -17,078,380,188 
SAN 2014 1 214.5471422 97.33947279 -1,372,781,591 
SAN 2015 1 229.4276058 94.08781903 -1,356,489,291 
SAT 2009 0 132.9464104 39.7312224 -360,380,000 
SAT 2010 0 135.3209163 44.14670026 -379,025,000 
SAT 2011 0 133.0517909 44.89341437 -406,300,000 
SAT 2012 0 135.4184084 44.84640595 -379,665,000 
SAT 2013 0 133.9941053 45.23932082 -361,550,000 
SAT 2014 0 135.3287916 46.62625657 -342,885,000 
SAT 2015 0 136.2618611 48.68088904 -488,880,000 
SEA 2009 1 107.7231887 96.09556018 -2,715,539,043 
SEA 2010 1 108.8464333 98.14331399 -3,198,409,113 
SEA 2011 1 113.2268781 101.4254979 -2,647,167,668 
SEA 2012 1 110.9110627 104.1426306 -2,540,050,451 
SEA 2013 1 115.0351851 105.2397962 -2,447,172,674 
SEA 2014 1 123.3760683 105.0762751 -2,352,940,601 
SEA 2015 1 139.1799726 90.69097449 -2,518,431,343 
SFO 2009 1 87.78682411 97.12003071 -3,984,910,000 
SFO 2010 1 89.54576074 99.59410739 -4,375,550,000 
SFO 2011 1 88.58323404 99.36987923 -4,240,690,000 
SFO 2012 1 85.75717458 100.5581378 -4,062,265,000 
SFO 2013 1 89.83000767 103.1306843 -3,698,442,000 
SFO 2014 1 93.28868787 105.4285893 -4,453,425,000 
SFO 2015 1 97.67543803 103.4114355 -4,536,390,000 
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SJC 2009 0 170.0881536 51.78698837 -1,373,196,000 
SJC 2010 0 93.12932419 58.65751265 -1,455,338,000 
SJC 2011 0 93.86905495 59.8904537 -1,435,949,000 
SJC 2012 0 93.91597664 60.4334146 -1,468,332,000 
SJC 2013 0 90.60543428 62.16369712 -1,452,335,000 
SJC 2014 0 96.60737741 64.98798265 -142,583,900 
SJC 2015 0 102.2793343 64.87539433 -1,375,052,000 
SLC 2009 1 195.3686045 53.14919502 0 
SLC 2010 1 205.2090103 54.21806504 0 
SLC 2011 1 193.1377421 54.05420042 0 
SLC 2012 1 188.1129804 58.24212837 0 
SLC 2013 1 187.0393396 58.5240015 0 
SLC 2014 1 192.2606429 62.30242197 0 
SLC 2015 1 202.6109885 63.72076968 0 
SMF 2009 0 94.62193017 68.14237702 -559,630,572 
SMF 2010 0 91.33470684 71.93130863 -1,026,535,309 
SMF 2011 0 89.87304507 74.36656742 -1,139,939,316 
SMF 2012 0 102.1892677 75.24711428 -1,121,481,336 
SMF 2013 0 100.9263386 78.08321864 -1,099,795,640 
SMF 2014 0 99.95498535 81.13649149 -1,068,708,463 
SMF 2015 0 105.9625073 87.27989485 -1,041,278,088 
TPA 2009 1 93.06253408 82.37715892 -817,260,000 
TPA 2010 1 90.54695645 83.15803889 -777,560,000 
TPA 2011 1 88.87061896 85.45272456 -733,143,335 
TPA 2012 1 89.19961397 87.29373589 -700,923,335 
TPA 2013 1 89.67185012 88.63513028 -659,372,535 
TPA 2014 1 91.66564524 92.71521099 -590,067,927 
TPA 2015 1 97.61832348 88.64413467 -1,219,658,527 
TUS 2009 0 75.74417774 20.10316181 -98,360,000 
TUS 2010 0 88.32637996 22.37339787 -88,025,000 
TUS 2011 0 84.66745249 23.05881057 -71,770,000 
TUS 2012 0 82.63230461 23.57710994 -65,240,000 
TUS 2013 0 75.74417774 22.43833835 -58,385,000 
TUS 2014 0 74.81821213 23.16579766 -55,930,000 
TUS 2015 0 74.01502596 21.60216126 -53,345,000 
 
